Our research investigates the concept of interference prediction as an unprecedented approach for interference management and medium access in wireless networks. This paper is a first step in this direction: it proposes and evaluates a simple interference prediction technique that is based on low-complexity learning. Nodes predict the interference situation they expect to experience in the near future and select the most favorable time slot to start the transmission of a multislot message. The performance gain is evaluated in a small-scale fading environment in terms of link outage and delay against random slot selection. Simulation results show that interference prediction is a promising building block for wireless systems. Additional studies are needed to explore advanced techniques and assess their feasibility.
INTRODUCTION
Interference is a stochastic signal that disturbs the reception of an intended signal at a node in a network. Despite advances in understanding the space-time dynamics of interference in wireless networks [4, 6, 13, 16] , researchers have not progressed from modeling to designing so far. In other words, an open issue is: How can knowledge about interference dynamics be harnessed to improve communication -maybe in a similar way as we harness knowledge about channel dynamics (e.g., coherence time, decorrelation distances) in today's technologies? Addressing this question may open a new field with potentially high impact: the science of interference prediction. This paper is our first step in this direction. We propose a simple interference predictor and analyze its potential, thus going beyond using interference dynamics as a sole analysis tool.
We focus on interference dynamics arising from nodes' traffic patterns. Different nodes send, in general, at different time instances and with different sending durations. Such traffic patterns can be acquired in practice by monitoring the activity of nodes. Three contributions are made: First, we design an interference predictor Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). based on learning the transmission behavior of interfering nodes. Second, we propose a transmission slot selection technique based on interference prediction for slotted medium access. Third, we assess the gains in outage and delay resulting from using such slot selection in a Poisson network with small-scale fading.
Based on the fact that interference is dominated by the closest interferers [3] , we develop a predictor that adaptively learns interference patterns. Our design requires only an initial reception of pilot symbols used as input in a setup phase. This pilot scheme has been inspired by semi-blind channel estimation techniques [2] , where a certain number of known pilot symbols are transmitted periodically for channel estimation and synchronization [11, 15, 17] . The pilot symbols help to estimate the expected reception power from the closest nodes. This power is used to construct a set of binary words, called transcodes. This set indicates the possible combinations of active interferers. In a learning phase, expected interference values accounting for contributions from nonclosest nodes are associated to each transcode. Finally, prediction is performed by combining these estimated transcode-interference pairs with the learning of the message durations of closest nodes. Using the current active interferers and the learnt traffic statistics, we predict the nodes that will remain active in future slots and thus the interference level to be expected. This interference prediction is used in the context of slot selection. Nodes attempt to select the most favorable starting slot for the transmission of a multislot message, from a set of slots, given an outage constraint. The performance is evaluated in terms of outage rate and delay; it is compared to a baseline scenario that selects slots uniformly at random. Some related work is available: A cooperative interference prediction is used for link adaptation in [10] . Call admission control for DS-CDMA systems is done using intercell interference prediction in [7] , and power control is achieved with interference prediction using a Kalman filter in [9] . A dynamical interference model is used in [1] , where a mobility model is proposed to predict interference.
NETWORK MODEL
The nodes of a wireless network are distributed according to a Poisson point process (PPP) Φ with intensity λ without mobility. A specific transmitter-receiver pair (s, r ) is considered for interference analysis (Fig. 1) . Time is divided into slots. Medium access follows a slotted ALOHA-like scheme: every node i generates messages of length L i slots by a Poisson arrival process with intensity p and stores them in a queue. If the queue is not empty at the beginning of a new slot, the first message in the queue is transmitted within the next τ slots. The first slot of this message is determined by slot selection. The number of slots until this first slot is called delay W . A common wireless link model is used. The distance between s and r is called d sr . The transmission power of each node is κ. The power attenuation over distance is modeled with a path gain
The path loss exponent α is constant across all slots, and reference distance d 0 needed for normalization is assumed to be d 0 = 1 m. The effects of multipath propagation are modeled by Nakagami-m fading [12] . A block fading channel is assumed, in which the smallscale fading is independent in each slot and remains constant for the duration of a slot (as in [13] ). The reception power arising from a transmission from s to r is p r (t) = κ ℓ(d sr ) h 2 sr (t), where h sr (t) is Nakagami distributed. This transmission experiences co-channel interference from all other active nodes. The interference power at receiver r in slot t is
where the indicator function 1 u (t) ∈ {0, 1} states whether node u is active (contributes to interference) in slot t or not. The signal-tointerference ratio (SIR) is γ r (t) = p r (t )
I r (t ) . A link is in outage if and only if its SIR is below a certain threshold θ subject to the physical layer. The outage probability at r in slot t is
, whose solution is given by [14, Theorem 3] .
The temporal dependance in (1) is caused by the fact that nodes are static (at unknown locations) and messages can be longer than one slot. This setup corresponds to Case (2, 1, 2) in [13] . By learning the traffic patterns in the network, a transmitter-receiver pair should be able to predict its future interference situation and schedule transmissions to reduce outage. The following two sections describe how we do such prediction and timing adjustments.
INTERFERENCE PREDICTION
Setup Phase. Upon a setup request from node r (or periodically), close-by nodes insert pilot symbols into their transmissions. Based on these pilots, r estimates the average reception powers from its k strongest interferers u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u k and collects these values in a sorted way in a vector. The first vector element is the strongest interference value; the kth is the weakest. The k-tuple of the indicator functions for the k strongest interferers is the transcode The setup phase is also used to estimate the Nakagami fading parameter m for the link between receiver r and its transmitter s. Methods proposed in [8, 18] can be applied to do so and get the estimatem. We use maximum likelihood estimation in our work.
Learning Phase. Once the setup has been completed, all nodes transmit as usual. In order to learn, node r measures the experienced interference in each slot. These measured values are compared to the interference values in the Rx- Table. In each slot, we choose from the Rx-Table the transcode that corresponds to the largest interference value being smaller than the measured value. These estimated transcodes along with their measured interference values are stored for each slot t.
This data is used for two kinds of purpose at the end of the learning phase. First, r estimates the message lengths L i and transmission probabilities p i . This is done by analyzing the bit pattern in the estimations of the 1 u i (t) for each of the k interferers u i . Second, all interference values with the same transcode are averaged. These average values are stored in an Int-Table together with their transcodes. Ideally, the learning phase is long enough to allow the Int-Table to contain all 2 k lines. If lines are missing, they will be taken from the Rx- Table. Both tables consist of 2 k lines and hence do neither introduce high memory nor high search cost for k-values of interest (k ≤ 5). The main difference between the two is that the Int-Table also accounts for the contribution of far away interferers.
Once the initial learning has been completed, the receiver enters the prediction phase. The Int-Table entries may be continuously refined while interference values keep being measured. This gives flexibility to the design by allowing to accommodate slow variations in the propagation scenario, arising e.g. from moving obstacles.
Prediction Phase. Node r predicts in each slot t for each of the k strongest interferers whether this interferer will be active in the next slot t + 1 or not. To do so, it uses a record of the n most recently detected transcodes to predict the transcodeT (t + 1). It then gets the overall interference predictionÎ (t + 1) for this transcode from the Int- Table. The value n should be larger than the longest message of these interferers. Algorithm 1 summarizes the prediction. For each of the strongest interferers, the predictor checks if interferer u i is active in the current slot t. If not, the prediction will be that this interferer will remain inactive in slot t + 1. If yes, the predictor counts as to how long the interferer has been transmitting. If this length is an integer multiple of the estimated message lengthL i (acquired in the learning phase), the prediction is that the interferer will be inactive in slot t + 1. Otherwise, the prediction is that it will remain active. Once this is done for all k interferers, the predicted transcodeT (t + 1) is constructed, and the corresponding predicted interferenceÎ (t + 1) is read from the Int- 
SLOT SELECTION
We utilize interference prediction to choose the best slot from (τ +1) following slots to start the transmission of a message. Our goal is to transmit as soon as possible constrained on an outage probability threshold ξ . This slot selection based on interference prediction S IP works as follows (see Algorithm 2) .
Node r predicts the interference for the next slot using Algorithm 1 and usesÎ (t + 1) to calculate the predicted outageQ(t + 1). For Nakagami-m fading with an estimated parameterm, we have:
with gamma function Γ(·) and incomplete gamma function γ (·, ·). Depending on the predicted outage and ξ , a decision on whether to transmit in slot t + 1 is made. IfQ(t + 1) ≤ ξ , the predictor selects this slot. Otherwise, the decision is delayed by one slot. If no suitable slot is found within the transmission interval τ , the last slot t + τ + 1 is chosen. GetÎ (t + j) from Algorithm 1 4: Compute expectedQ(t + j) from (2) 5: if j = τ + 1 then end if 12: end for Low ξ leads on average to high delay W , as the predicted outagê Q(t + 1) is unlikely to reach its target ξ (and vice versa). It is important to note that lowering ξ does not necessarily result in lower outage. This is because, at low ξ , the end of the transmission interval is reached very frequently. The node is then forced to transmit in the last slot even if the threshold is not met; it thus missed an earlier slot with lower outage probability.
Algorithm 2 Slot Selection Based on Interference Prediction
ifQ(t + j) ≤ ξ ,
NUMERICAL EVALUATION
To investigate the performance achieved with S IP , we simulate a network with node density λ in a square area of size A = 10, 000 m 2 . Due to the stationarity of the PPP and Slivnyak's theorem [5] , we can assume that r is located in the middle of the area. Each other node transmits as described in Section 2 with parameters p = 0.1 and E[L] = 5 using a fixed transmit power κ = 1 mW. The path loss exponent is α = 3. We compare S IP with random slot selection S Rand , which choses the first slot randomly from a uniform distribution between 0 and τ . Both selection schemes use the same τ . Simulations are performed over 20, 000 slots with a learning phase of 1, 000 slots and are averaged over 10, 000 independent realizations of Φ. All simulations are made using the R project for statistical computing.
The proper functioning of interference prediction is illustrated in Fig. 2 , which compares the predicted and measured interference for 100 slots in a single realization of Φ. The predicted interference is close to the true interference for most slots with a mean square error of MSE = 0.068 (mW) 2 . Deviations are mainly caused by fading and interference from some close nodes starting new transmissions. Fig. 3 shows the impact of λ on outage. S IP has a lower outage rate than S Rand for all λ-values. The relative difference decreases with increasing λ because if nodes are far apart (sparse network, low λ), the few closest nodes can be easily distinguished, leading to good interference prediction; if nodes are close together (dense network, high λ), the distinction between closest neighbors degrades, resulting in poor interference prediction and consequently a smaller benefit in terms of outage.
Impact of Mean Delay on Outage: Fig. 4 shows the outage over the mean delay W for S IP . Since delay cannot be controlled directly, we vary ξ from 0 (high delay expected) to 1 (low delay expected). For random slot selection, the mean delay is always W = τ /2 -the line just indicates the outage rate for comparison. For reference, we show the results of S IP fed with true interference values to make perfect slot selection. The main result is that S IP always outperforms S Rand in terms of outage (except for the extreme cases W = 0 and τ , where all have the same outage because S IP always chooses the first or last slot, respectively). Note that an optimal operation point exists, which will be used in the following.
Impact of Transmission Interval on Delay: Fig. 5 shows that the mean delay of S IP is lower than that using S Rand for all values of τ (except for τ = 0, where both have zero delay). The mean delay using interference prediction increases with increasing τ over the full range of the plot (which shows that S IP sometimes uses the entire transmission interval to find a suitable slot). Nevertheless, this increase is much slower than the one using S Rand .
Impact of Message Length on Outage: having on average a constant fraction of active nodes and hence constant interference. The benefit of interference prediction is good for long messages but low for short ones. As short messages go along with high p, the technique is unable to predict nodes that become active in the next slot; the predictor underestimates the interference, resulting in outage close to random slot selection. Long messages, in turn, help the interference prediction.
Impact of Fading on Outage and Delay:
To analyze the sensitivity of S IP against fading, we evaluate the outage rate for different values of the Nakagami parameter m (Fig. 7) . Recall that the severeness of fading increases with decreasing m. As expected even without interference, the outage rate decreases for increasing m.
Two types of S IP are used: First, we optimize ξ individually for each m in terms of outage, where this optimal ξ is obtained by simulations (recall Fig. 4) . Second, since the optimal ξ depends on many parameters and takes effort to be determined, we keep ξ constant over all m (we set ξ to its optimal value for m = 2). As expected, the first approach yields a lower outage rate than the second one. The difference is significant for strong fading (low m) but becomes negligible for weak fading (high m).
Both S IP types outperform S Rand independent of the severeness of the fading -the actual gain depends on m -meaning that the proposed slot selection scheme is somehow robust against fading. However, recall that the MSE in the actual interference prediction significantly depends on m. This is related to the predictor design, as it does not make use of fading channel estimation.
Finally, Fig. 8 shows the mean delay over m for optimally chosen ξ . S IP has shorter mean delays than S Rand for almost all m. Only when m is close to 1, the delay increases, as the interference prediction degrades significantly.
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Slot selection based on a simple interference prediction technique performs well in certain scenarios, especially in sparse networks with long messages. The gains in outage and delay show the potential of interference prediction as a building block in wireless systems. The performance strongly depends, however, on a proper choice of the outage threshold ξ . The proposed technique underestimates interference because transcode estimation does not consider newly started transmissions. It is expected that advanced learning techniques will improve interference prediction (probably at the cost of increased complexity). Further work is needed to design such advanced techniques, discuss their integration into the protocol stack, and assess their practicability in real systems. Comparisons with related interference management concepts, such as carrier sense medium access with backoff, must be made.
